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Athay: Worlds Without Number: The Astronomy of Enoch, Abraham, and Moses

worlds without number the
astronomy of
enoch abraham and moses
R GRANT ATHAY

THE UNIVERSE BEHELD BY ANCIENT PROPHETS
now for this cause 1I know that man is nothing which
thim
thing 1I never had supposed 1 so lamented moses in utter
humility after seeing in vision the complexities of the planet
earth and her countless inhabitants shortly thereafter moses
and
was to see once again the earth and her inhabitants
and
there was not a particle of which he did not behold
2
surely this
there was not a soul which he beheld not
venerable old prophet must have been filled with awe and
wonder imagine however his profound astonishment when
in answer to his plea for an explanation the lord revealed
himself to moses and told him of even more wondrous creations and worlds without number have 1I created
for
behold there are many worlds that have passed away by the
word of my power and there are many that now stand and
3
innumerable are they unto man
these startling revelations of other worlds and their inhabitants of their birth and eventual death were too intriguing
for moses to pass by the lord had just warned moses that
he intended to speak of this earth only but he yielded to
moses plea to know of the heavens also by declaring
the
heavens they are many and they cannot be numbered unto
man but they are numbered unto me for they are mine and
as one earth shall pass away and the heavens thereof even so
shall another come and there is no end to my works neither
i
based in
n part upon talks given by the author at LDS institutes of religion
at university of colorado and university of utah
dr athay is a senior research scientist at the high altitude observatory and
professor adjoint of astrophysics at the university of colorado boulder
colorado
moses 110
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to my words 4 thus moses learned that the heavens he beheld mostly the stars of our own galaxy would like the earth
pass away also other heavens and earths had already expired
new heavens star systems with inhabitable planets would be
born in the distant future the world and the universe are in
evolution ever changing birth life and death are known to
the stars as well as to man moses would surely have felt even
more insignificant had not the lord reassured him with his
presence and the counsel that all things are numbered unto
me
moses was not the first to behold at least a part of the
workings of the universe while conversing with the lord
centuries earlier enoch had stated and were it possible that
man could number the particles of the earth yea millions of
earths like this it would not be a beginning to the number of
5
thy creations and thy curtains are stretched out still
abraham taught astronomy to the egyptians much of
which was revealed through the urim
Thum mim what is
arim and thummim
evidently a small portion of abraham s teachings is recorded
in the pearl of great price evidence indicates however that
some of joseph smith s translations from the rolls of papyrus
containing the book of abraham were not published presumably because they were not directly relevant to the gospel
of jesus christ A most remarkable bit of information comes
from other early church literature which quotes from a letter
written by W W phelps to william smith the prophet s
and that eternity agreeably to the records found
brother
on in this system
cata combs of egypt has been going
in the catacombs
0
not the world almost 2555 millions of years and to know
feists geologists and others are trying
at the same time that deists
to prove that matter must have existed hundreds of thousands
it almost tempts the flesh to fly to god or muster
of years
faith like enoch to be translated and see and know as we are
0
seen and known0
known
the meaning of the parentheses setting off the words not
this world is not clear nor is it clear who added them
brother phelps joseph smith or abraham in any event it is
ibid
ibid
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15738
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clear that abraham s universe was billions of years
vears old by
implication the stars he beheld were not created 6000 years
ago nor 10000 but during the preceding two and a half billion
years
abraham further taught that stars rotate on their axes and
revolve in space about other stars according to set periods
of time that star and planetary systems had central governing
dolob is nearest the celestial resiplanets or stars that the star kolob
dence and that it governs the planet earth 7 kolob
dolob is said also
to be the source of the sun s energy although it is not clear
whether abraham taught this or whether it was an egyptian
belief
much of what is recorded in the book of abraham pertaining to astronomy is difficult to place in modern perspective the words star and planet are used interchangeably for the
same object but they denote vastly different objects in modern
usage also the term set time is confusing the set time of
the earth is said to be less than that of the moon whereas
that of the sun is said to be longer than that of the moon these
set times cannot all refer to the same phenomena the moon
for example rotates somewhat more slowly about its axis
than does the sun
the most natural set time of the earth is one day its
period of rotation the natural set time of the moon is the
lunar month from full moon to full moon and the natural
set time of the sun is one year during which it completes
its southward excursion 1I suspect that these are the set times
referred to by abraham yet each refers to a different property
of motion one can only speculate about what the set time
of dolob
kolob means
in spite of the apparent ambiguity of words it is clear that
abraham understood much about stellar motions about star
systems and attractions between stars and planets he understood that stars require unusual and unknown energy sources
exactly how much he understood is not clear clearly however
he understood enough that it could have been learned only by
revelation
the concepts of worlds without number of their birth and
death of the birth evolution and death of stars with lifetimes
11

abraham 319
31 9
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of a few billion years of stellar rotation and stellar systems
are each familiar to the modern astronomer this modern
knowledge has been slow to come however and it has been
arrived at only after long tedious research scarcely fifty years
ago little was known of such matters or even suspected by
astronomers A little more than a century ago when the pearl
of great price was published these concepts would have been
regarded as little more than idle fanciful speculation it is
remarkable therefore that they were known by the prophets
of old
before commenting further on the relationship of modern
ideas to the preceding topics it is of interest to digress somewhat to explore what may have been known of astronomy by
contemporaries of abraham and moses was revelation the
only source of such information were the general populace
ignorant of astronomy or were they too inquiring and thinking about the universe were they beginning to understand
some of its mysteries much of what 1I will relate is mere
speculation however there are important clues that suggest
biblical man knew much more about the goings on in the
heavens than we might suppose indeed it is likely that a
common shepherd boy of abraham s day knew more astronomy
in many respects that the average man of today s advanced
technological world
PASTORAL ASTRONOMY
the history of civilization is filled with folklore of the
moon sun and stars the farmer is alerted for frost when the
moon is full he plants by the moon and harvests by the harvest moon A month later he harvests game by the hunter s
moon under the constellation of orion the hunter in the
spring we celebrate easter on a date set in accordance with
the full moon following the spring equinox a practice stemming from ancient tradition identifying the spring moon with
death like
the rejuvenation of earth life following the winter s deathlike
sleep these and other traditions have carried over into our
day

we associate summer and winter with the annual excursion
of the sun we are vaguely aware that the moon is periodically
full then absent from the night the stars somehow look different in the winter than in the summer aside from these
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vague associations however most of us are oblivious to the
regular calendar like changes of the moon and stars
how many of our readers have noticed for example that
the full moon is high in the northern sky during winter and
low in the southern sky during summer just out of phase with
the sun or havin
having noted this how many have also noted that
for nine or ten successive years the full moon in the dead of winter moves progressively further north then for the next nine or
ten years swings back to the south repeating the cycle in ap18.6
186 years
proximately 186
chances are that few if any of our readers have noticed
these curious but regular wanderings of the moon suppose
however that you were a shepherd or a farmer living in abraham s day anxiously watching the deadened pasture of winter
or a dwindling food supply you have no calendar on the wall
to keep track of the passage of weeks and months but you
do have a moon whose phases mark off the months and whose
position on the horizon at full moon marks off the seasons as
well this then is your calendar reliable mysterious and
carefully watched
at rather ffrequent intervals as our ancient pastoral ancestors
ritually mark off the position of the full moon an alarming
event takes place the full moon is slowly eaten away by an
ominous invisible something soon however the moon gradually reappears unharmed the shepherd boy soon notices that this
happens only when the moon is full he hears stories from
trav ellers that sometimes the sun is
neighboring villages and travellers
similarly eaten away perhaps once during his life he sees this
awesome terrifying event he is profoundly moved by its
didn t reappear surely
gravity and its beauty what if the sun dian
his life would end what if some powerful god were doing this
to demand a sacrifice
one of this shepherd boy s friends noted sometime after
the sun had been eclipsed that it happened at new moon he
learns from others who have experienced or heard of an eclipse
now knows
of the sun that it too happened at new moon he nowknows
two very important facts the moon is eclipsed at full moon and
the sun is eclipsed at new moon
sooner or later our ancient shepherd friends decide to appoint an official family moon and sun watcher markers are
set up to use as reference directions and our official observer
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begins to chart the daily locations of the sun and moon among
the constellations after a year or two of drawing crude charts
he notices that the paths traced through the stars by the sun
and moon apparently cross each other twice each month the
dates and locations of this intersection arouse his curiosity they
bear watching and perhaps his charts should be a little more
accurate
As he improves his charts and watches the points of intersection which we call nodes he realizes that these points
themselves are moving through the stars where are they
going why his charts are now accurate enough that he
knows within a day or two when the crossing will occur at
each crossing he ponders its meaning and its curious motion
the crossing he anticipates tomorrow night must surely be an
unusual one on that very night the moon will be full his
heightened curiosity is amply justified as he watches the full
moon on this special night gradually eaten away by an eclipse
this is an event he will not forget will it repeat what powerful god controls these mysterious nodes was the eclipse a
warning a demand for a sacrifice or what
patiently year after year our make believe astronomer
keeps his private account of the nodes and their motion he
has now seen several eclipses of the moon each occurring when
the time of the full moon coincided with the crossing of the
node the nodes continue to move slowly on a regular path
their destination he knows not
the astronomer s son takes over his father s job As an
apprentice he learned all that his father knew he too is intrigued by the mysterious nodes the pattern of their motion
is soon clear the nodes move along the same circle through
the zodiacal constellations as the sun they require a little less
than nineteen years to complete the circuit as opposed to one
tile nodes he discovers
tlle
year for the sun this precession of the
takes the same time as the swinging of the winter full moon
take
northward and southward on the horizon both just under nineteen years he correctly concludes that there must be a connection between the motion of the nodes and the wanderings
of the moon on the horizon this connection is rather obvious
as our readers will realize after a little thought both features
of the moon s motion result from a slight inclination of the
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moon s apparent orbital plane about the earth to the earth s
orbital plane about the sun
then one day when our astronomer s charts indicate that
them
thet
the moon is near the node the remarkable and extraordinary
happens the sun is eclipsed but what was special about this
node nothing very unusual except that it happened at new
moon but new moon had been at the node many times before
without an eclipse As an old man he ponders the eclipse of
the sun wondering why it had happened only once from a
traveler he learns of another eclipse of the sun the reports
are too inaccurate however and he cannot tell whether it
happened on a day when the moon was both new and at the
node
the next few generations of astronomers finally establish
that it is true eclipses of both the sun and moon occur at the
nodes the nodes obviously exercise a mysterious control over
the sun and moon
eclipses of the sun are actually more frequent than eclipses
of the sun
of the moon however the fact thae
siven eclipse
that
hat a 0given
j
is visible from only a small area of the earth whereas a lunar
eclipse is visible from more than half the earth gives the impression that solar eclipses are extremely rare and that lunar
eclipses are common partial solar eclipses happen at a given
location about once each hundred years and total eclipses repeat
on the average of only every thousand years some thirteen total
eclipses of the sun will cross portions of the united states during the current century however seven of these by chance
pass close to the new england area and an observer there may
conclude that eclipses are really quite frequent
the circumstances of a given eclipse are repeated rather
closely each 186 year cycle of the nodes many early civilizations discovered this cycle A rather serious fault with this particular cycle is that the eclipse repeats one third of a day off
schedule during this time the earth rotates eight hours to the
east and the eclipse occurs in a different location from the
preceding one in three such cycles the original eclipse repeats
very close to the original location this cycle requiring approximately 558
55.8 years to complete was evidently known by some
558
early groups also it could have been discovered only by several
generations of carefully preserved astronomical records
7
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A more thoughtful astronomer than the average undoubtedly began to think about the strange regularity of the sun and
moon and the nodes each appears to move in a circle all completing their cycles in different times the moon has two
cycles one a month long and one nineteen years long the sun
has only one cycle one year long similarly the nodes have a
nineteen year cycle and a longer cycle of fifty six years eclipses
fuli moon crosses the nodes and
of the moon occur when the full
eclipses of the sun when the new moon crosses the nodes
when the circles intersect but if this is true our thoughtful
astronomer would realize that he could predict when the next
eclipse would most likely happen eclipses of the sun at any
one location are rare indeed but eclipses of the moon are relatively frequent he knows that every crossing of the node by
the full moon does not produce a lunar eclipse still it s worth
a chance he predicts an eclipse at the next crossing it happens and he is now a man of great power he holds control
over eclipses and in consequence over his neighbors
and so it goes little by little new factors are recognized
and eclipse predictions become more and more accurate all of
this has taken hundreds of vears
years to establish and perfect unstarts occurred wrong clues followed
doubtedly many false starts
brought disappointments and superstition and mysticism held
back progress
one may imagine that the painstaking record keeping required was too much to expect of early stone age civilizations
ancient chinese records clearly show however that in abraham s era the chinese were attempting to predict eclipses of the
sun
the great stonehenge monument in england built and rebuilt over a period of about 500
300 years in moses era is now
believed by many astronomers to be a giant observatory designed to foretell eclipses 8 through its carefully placed giant
stone arches and lesser stone pillars it is possible to predict
accurately all eclipses of the sun and moon no matter where
they occur on the earth the original builders of this amazing
bronze aoe
age observatory whose construction rivaled in difficulty
the great pyramids of egypt are unknown at least one legend
has them migrating from the mediterranean peoples
G W hawkins stonehenge decoded
see also F hoyle nature vol 211
1965
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biblical man was forced to have an interest in astronomy
and was far better informed than we are prone to believe the
giant stone eclipse computer built at stonehenge however
requires knowledge that is only elementary to that held by
enoch abraham and moses those prophets were truly giants
of their day of any day
LIFE ON OTHER WORLDS
current concepts of the birth evolution and death of stars
and star systems have been discussed eloquently in an earlier
issue of BYU studies by D H mcnamara 0 the picture presented there is in essential harmony with the scriptural picture
of a universe in evolution and will not be repeated here our
own sun is identified by its chemical composition as a second
generation star formed from the debris of earlier stars it is a
common star of a populous class it appears to be in no way
unique why then should
zuid the earth be unique
our milky way galaxy contains several billion stars much
like our sun most of these stars may not have a planet similar
to that of earth but millions undoubtedly do since science has
no way at present of knowing exactly what fraction of the
stars have planets we must rely upon intelligent guesses
in order for a planet to sustain life there are certain conditions which must be met consider some of the more obvious
ones the planet must be at such a distance from its star that
water remains liquid most of the time if the planet is too far
away the water will freeze if it is too close the water will
evaporate thus the planet must have a nearly circular orbit
at a proper distance from its star the gravity at the surface
of the planet must not be too large or too small if it is too
large land masses will not rise above the oceans even if they
did animals would not be able to move about erect if the
gravity is too small the atmosphere will escape into space the
planet we seek must therefore be approximately the size of the
earth
A substantial portion of a life sustaining planet must be
alternately exposed to sunlight and darkness at a reasonable
rate otherwise the dark side will be unbearably cold the
atmosphere would cool into liquid form and drain off the

luid

H mcnamara the origin structure and evolution of the stars
7 22
ap 722
brigham young university studies vol 8 autumn 1967 pp
D
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atmosphere from the hot exposed side this means that the
planet must have its axis of rotation nearly at right angles to
the plane of its orbit furthermore it must rotate at such a
rate that the days and nights are of reasonable length
in other words for a planet to sustain life similar to that
found on earth it must be similar to the earth in several essential respects in all about nine such requirements can be
identified each requirement decreases the chance of finding
such a planet and nine is a rather large number suppose for
example that the probability of fulfilling any one of these
requirements is one in ten that is for each star with planets
the chance of finding a planet at the proper distance is 110
etc the chance of finding a star with a planet having all nine
of the required characteristics would be 11109
1109 or one chance
in a billion only one star of each billion would have such a
planet and only a few would be found in our galaxy
on the other hand suppose that each of the requirements
imposed on the planet we seek has a probability of occurrence
of 112
12 then one out of each 500 stars will have such a planet
and millions would be found in our galaxy
at least one of the sun s neighboring stars is known to have
planets the light from the star dims slightly at regular periods
and the star periodically wobbles back and forth in the sky
both effects are produced by a large planet orbiting the star
this planet partially obscures the star as it passes between the
earth and its gravitational pull causes the star to move in
a small orbit of its own this single case of two neighboring
stars with known planets is clear indication that planets are
common companions of stars rather than rare ones
the remaining requirements for a life sustaining planet are
each believed to occur with a relatively high probability our
best available evidence indicates that our single galaxy has millions of planets similar to earth countless other galaxies exist
and with them countless other worlds
in all essential respects save perhaps one which we discuss
in the following section modern astronomy agrees with the
astronomy of the ancient prophets those parts of the book of
abraham that discuss set periods of time for the sun moon
and planets do not invoke a strong interest from astronomers
shnifarly
similarly the control supposedly exerted by kolob
dolob over the
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earth and the sun is not stated explicitly enough to have physical meaning

BORROWED SUNLIGHT
the legend accompanying facsimile no 1I in the book of
dolob
abraham states that the sun borrows its energy from kolob
As an astronomer 1I do not understand what meaning this
might have the sun generates its own energy from nuclear
fusion deep in its interior 10 the processes are known and understood the sun has no apparent need to borrow energy from
another star and science knows of no process by which such
energy can be borrowed
the sun does however owe its origin and its nuclear fuel
to an earlier generation of stars to a mother cloud of stellar
matter perhaps this is what is meant by the egyptians it seems
more likely however that they simply had no basis for understanding nuclear energy and therefore could not describe it
there is much going on in the universe that is spectacular
and challenging to the imagination but cannot be seen
with normal eyes we have discovered these phenomena with
X ray telescopes flown in
huge radio telescopes and with xray
satellites enoch abraham and moses talked mostly of things
they could see or could visualize if the more mysterious invisible objects in our universe were revealed to them they
wisely elected to remain silent and avoid meaningless descriptions

THE UNSEEN UNIVERSE OF MODERN ASTRONOMY
human eyes are sensitive to just certain colors of light we
see red yellow green and blue with ease but deep red colors
at one end of the spectrum and violet colors at the other end
are seen only
onlv
onla with difficulty obviously by design rather than
chance our ayes
eyes are tuned to the colors of the spectrum radiated
most intensely by the sun the earth s atmosphere is tuned
to transmit most easily just these colors also because we see
essentially all physical objects around us in our earthly environment we are prone to believe that we in fact see all that
exists the astronomer is aware however that there may be
many objects in the universe whose radiations are either too
far to the red or too far to the violet to be detected by normal
ZW
ibid p
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optical means in the past he has been forced by circumstances
merely to speculate about what might exist in the unseen
eyes have been
realm of the heavens now however our
opened to the rest of the spectrum by modern technology
the spectacular growth in the field of electronics since the
1940ss has opened up the radio end of the spectrum and huge
1940
antennas have since searched the sky for sources of radio signals hundreds of new objects
objects have been and are now being
discovered some appear to be well behaved rather ordinary
members of the universe others are fantastic objects surpassing the most fanciful dreams of the science fiction writers
rockets and satellites have in just the last decade opened
y7yray
X ray and yray
our eyes to the ultraviolet xray
ray universe As a
result still another spectacular new universe is unfolding to
us normal stars and galaxies combine to form a universe of
such incomprehensible dimension and of such complex phenomena that we scarcely need more to challenge our imagination nevertheless the challenges are coming hard and fast
X ray and radio stars these are not
what are these new xray
simple nuclear furnaces such as the sun they are as different
from the sun as the sun is from the earth it is not possible to
discuss all of the properties of these newly discovered members
of our universe in a brief article instead we shall choose one of
the more bizarre classes of members and discuss a few of their
more unusual properties
quasars an abbreviated name for quasi stellar radio sources
present one of the most exciting challenges in all scientific
experience they have so far defied understanding yet they
may possibly abound in the universe their discovery was
made in 1960
i960 when some of the peculiar radio sources were
star like objects in the night sky
finally matched with faint starlike
subsequent analysis of their radiation has yielded an array of
startling conclusions these quasars are true giants of the universe seemingly bent on self destruction
the spectrum of the light emitted by quasars is shifted far
to the red 11 features that occur in the inaccessible ultraviolet
A given atom when it is at rest emits and absorbs radiation at a number
of fixed frequencies or colors in the spectrum these sets of colors are different
for each atom and provide the spectroscopist with a set of fingerprints by
which the atom can be readily identified the familiar yellow light of a candle
for example is produced by sodium atoms which are particularly good emitters
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region of the spectrum for normal stars and galaxies are
shifted into the visual range for quasars the photons of light
have somehow lost much of their energy as much as two
thirds we are familiar with the concept of an expanding
universe which produces an analogous but smaller red shift
in the spectral features of distant galaxies it is tempting
therefore to explain the red shift of quasars in the same
manner if that explanation is accurate then quasars are the
most distant members of our universe the recessional velocities of quasars are amazingly high up to one third the velocity
of light for the most distant light from the most distant
quasar discovered thus far has been traveling for more than
25
2.5
25 billion years in its journey to the earth by studying its
to a much earlier epoch
light we are thus looking back in history tog
toa
in our universe
if quasars are indeed so distant from us almost insuperable
problems immediately are raised for some quasars the light
emitted varies in intensity in a periodic way this enables the
astronomer to place a limit on the size of the source producing
the light the period required for a completed cycle of variation in intensity is short only a few days for some quasars
consequently the quasar itself must be only a few light days
in size not many times larger than our solar system
on the other hand to be seen at all from such a distance
quasars must radiate enormous amounts of energy our sun is
a fairly average star and our galaxy of approximately 100 billion stars is fairly average also A single quasar may radiate
as much energy as 10000 galaxies of the brightness of ours
more than is radiated by a hundred million million suns it is
difficult to imagine processes capable of producing such
energy in a relatively small object whose dimensions are only
modestly larger than many of the familiar giant stars of our
milky way 12
of yellow light A trace of copper in the candle may give the flame a greenish
blue
blue color etc
if an atom is moving when it absorbs or emits radiation each color at
atom s
theatom
which it absorbs or emits iss shifted by an amount directly related to the
theatos
velocity an atom moving toward an observer will have its characteristic coor
shifted to the violet and an atom receding from the observer will have its
characteristic color shifted to the red the faster the motion the greater the
change in color thus the radiation from a star or quasar moving rapidly
contain the fingerprints of many atoms each displaying
ay from us will conhain
away
a shift to the red
12
ap 910
9 10
D H mcnamara stars pp
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mass of the quasars is estimated to be comparable to
that of a small galaxy less than a tenth the mass of the milky
way this corresponds to the mass of many millions of stars
when so much mass is compressed into the relatively small
volume required for quasars it is unstable and tends to collapse
under its own intense gravitational attraction even the nuclei
of atoms collapse and theory predicts a catastrophic implosion

and annihilation of the matter
if the quasars are very distant members of our universe
they evidently generate energy far more efficiently than do
normal stars they have less mass and a much smaller size
than a normal galaxy but they radiate far more energy
throughout the universe we see many giant stars but always
their mass is less than the critical value beyond which gravitational collapse occurs there seems to be therefore a natural
limit on the size of a star however quasars are much beyond
star like bodies perthis limit and they still behave as single starlike
haps they really are undergoing this most curious phenomenon
of gravitational collapse and the resulting self destruction presumably this would account for the enormous energy they release the theory of how the energy is produced in this case and
how it would escape into space is not at all clear however
there is an alternative to placing the quasars at such large
distances and even some observational evidence indicates that
they may indeed be much nearer quasars occur in pairs somewhat too often to be explained by chance coincidences this
phenomenon of pairing suggests they are associated with galactic systems much nearer to us if this were true then the energy
they are required to produce is far less than if they are very
distant no special energy sources are required
the small size required for the quasars remains unchanged
but the estimate of mass is considerably reduced gravitational
collapse is no longer so catastrophically eminent and it seems
possible to construct stable models another problem arises
however and it may be equally as perplexing as the energy
generation problem
if quasars are local they are very numerous and if they
are moving as fast as is indicated by their red shifts they will
move out of the local system in relatively short times hence
they must be continually replaced this presents such an enor
ZD
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mous energy drain on the local galactic system that spews
skews out
the quasars that the galaxies would apparently expend all their
energy in a time period that is much shorter than their apparent
age we thus turn from one dilemma to another quasars
apparently either must generate too much energy to be understood or they drain away impossible amounts of energy from
their breeding grounds
the only competing alternative to interpreting the red
shift of the quasars as being due to a high velocity of recession
is to assume that the light loses its energy in escaping the
strong gravitational field of the quasar such an interpretation
is possible however this theory requires that the quasar be
even more massive than suggested above and it runs into
serious difficulty in accounting for other features of the spectrum consequently it has not been widely accepted
we have touched on only a portion of the amazing properties of quasars no theory seems adequate to explain them
but then we have known of their existence for only seven
years the picture we have of quasars is evolving rapidly
perhaps in a few more years we will understand their relationship to the rest of the known universe perhaps also we will
discover still more classes of peculiar objects that challenge
our understanding
suppose that enoch abraham or moses had been shown
quasars in revelation surely they would have had the wisdom
to ponder these strange objects by themselves lest they be considered senile by those to whom they described such unbelievable objects
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